1. Introduction. Let/(z) be an entire function of finite order p. If the genus p of the canonical product (cp.) formed with zeros of f(z) is equal to the genus of f(z), then it is known1 that [9; 10 ] log M(r) lim inf-= 0 r->» n(r, 0)p (r) where <b(r) is any positive nondecreasing function such that
is convergent. Another proof of this theorem is given by Boas [2] where he assumes only that <p(r) is positive and (1) exists. Following the method of Boas, Shanker Hari has shown in a paper under publication that if f(z) is a cp. of order and genus p then log M(r) lim inf-= 0.
r~. N(r,0)p(r)
In this paper we prove a more general theorem by the method given in [9; 10] .
Let G, pi, p2 denote respectively the genus of a meromorphic function/(z), the genus of the cp. Pi formed with zeros of/and the genus of the cp. P2 formed with poles of /. Write2 S = max(pi, p2), n(t) = n(t, f-0)+n(t, f-oo), m(t)=n(t, Pi-0)+w(/, P2-0). Let k denote any constant ^1, <Pix) any positive nondecreasing function such that (1) exists, iaiiz)), i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , I any meromorphic functions (including rational functions or finite constants) such that (2) Tir,aiiz)) = oiTir,f)), i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , I
and goiz)=giz), gi(z), g2iz) any meromorphic functions (including rational functions or constants, finite or infinite) such that (3) IX',««(«)) =o'Tir,f)), i = 0,1,2.
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I For notations see 7 [7; 8] . II The function n(r,f-g) denotes the number of zeros of /-g in | z\ gr. If g is infinite constant, then N(r, l/(J-g)) = N(r,f). Write *(/) = E «.to/(0 to, *(/" -Si) = E «<(*) {/(<) (2) -ftc<) (2)} 0 0
when gi is not infinite constant; we suppose that (ai) are so chosen that neither \f/(f) nor ip(f-gi) reduces identically to a constant. if Ei= °°.
Theorem 3. Let f(z) be an entire function of order p and let, when p>0, h(P) = (p + (l+p2)1i2)(l + (l+P2)ll2y/PK J/p>0, then
for every entire function g(z) (including a polynomial or a finite constant) satisfying (3), with one possible exception. If p = 0, then
for every entire function g(z) such that M(r, g) =o(M(r, /)). 
for every meromorphic function g(z) satisfying (3), with two possible exceptions. If p = 0 then
where gi, g2 are any two distinct functions satisfying (3). This exceptional value may exist. Consider [7, pp. 18-19] /to = IT E[ -,p), an=-n1", p<P<p+l. and since T(r, exp ^)'-^^4r", T(r, b0)=o(r"), (i) follows.
/ n /' = e \kz PiP2 + z QPiP2 +zPiP2 -Z PiP2 P2} W = e%i (say).
Then T(r, bi)=o(r") and so T(r, f')~Ar". 
h-1 p
Choose fe=(l + (l+p2)1'2)/p. (a) Proof of (7). We have S= [p] T(kr,f) < A(S)k1+sI(r, S), r > r". = n\(x)/x"~l and obtain that for r = rn\ °°T (krn,f) < B(S)(l + e')£1+%(r").
T(r, f). Also for a sequence R" f oo , T(kRn, H) < B(S)(l + e')^1+s{ra(P", H -0) + n(Rn, H -«)}. and so (7) is true when k^l.
Proof of (8). Write A7iW = fr{ni(t)/t}dt; N(t) = N(t,f) + N(t, 1/f). and the rest of the argument is the same as for (7) . Hence (8) is proved. The Corollary follows from (7) and (8). and (25) is proved for p> 1.
